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Medicine: Physical Chemistry Engineering Abstract In providing the best 

nanocarbon-based medicine particularly associated with their multitasking healing 

system, an advanced knowledge and understanding of physical chemistry engineering is 

compulsory.  



 

Discovery of the first spherical nanocarbon cage C60, namely, fullerene or buckyball by 

R. Smalley and his colleague in ~1986 at Rice university made the former elected as a 

chemistry Nobel laureate 10 years later in 1996. Various investigations in conjunction 

with fullerenes had been tremendously pursued in many interesting research fields, 

especially, on its characters including nonlinear and optical limiting behaviors, ultrafast 

dynamics of electrons in 5-level models, and advanced theoretical and computational 

cooperation system involving fullerenes encapsulated in a carbon nanotube (CNT).  

 

This present editorial communication stimulates an alternative view of physical 

chemistry engineering of fullerene and its derivatives functioning as 

nanofullerene-based medicine and its potential healing impacts. Our aims focus on the 

use of such non-toxic nanocarbons for various broad application leading to a number of 

different medicinal products.  

 

Keywords: Nanofullerenes, Medicine, Physical chemistry, Engineering. e d i tor ial The 

idea of advanced nanotechnology development [1,2] has been well-developed in this 

21st century engineering system. Many nanoscience, nanomedicine, and 

nanotechnological products have been implemented in various applications, particularly, 

in prominent engineering system, pharmaceutical breakthrough drugs, and society 

educational tools.  

 

Recently, multitasking herbal medicine system has been introduced and fabricated 

based on physical chemistry engineering techniques [3-7]. Furthermore, fullerene or 

bucky-ball as the first nanocarbon was fabricated by a molecular composition consisting 

of 60 integrated carbon atoms in a spherical cage structure of C60. It was found to be 

nontoxic and in a cage size of ~1.0 nm in diameter.  

 

There were ongoing research efforts, especially, using attractive conjugative derivatives 

as molecular components in optical limiting devices and the ultrafast 

telecommunication system, as described in Fig. 1. On the other hand, fullerene-based 

nanomedicines are recently applied as key ingredients in various food products, such as 

olive oils, crackers, and even expensive inks. These are illustrated and highlighted in the 

graphic abstract of this editorial paper.  

 

Figure 2 displays many different efforts [1, 6-8] conducted in the past one decade on the 

method and approach to improve optical characters of fullerenes by incorporating 

covalent attachments of single, multiple, or complex branches. As light-matter 

interactions are much more sensitive in quality responses with just a small amount of 

energy necessary to detect and react to certain 0 8 7 Nanochip Medicine: Physical 



Chemistry Engineering types of properties, such as electricity and magnetism, as well as 

healing system in injured or damaged human cells and membranes.  

 

In addition, by understanding the physical chemistry engineering the injection of 

fullerene-based medicine into human vein and body, impacts on its healing system can 

be obviously identified. Figure 1. Multitasking system of fullerene and its derivatives 

chips: from the view of physical chemistry engineering. . Figure 2. Dynamics of 

nanomedicine in human body: an illustration of its flowing, interactions and healing 

system. In Fig.  

 

2, the nanofullerene-based medicine indicates that incorporating nanocarbons, via oral 

uptake, into human vein with the molecular size ratio of ~1/1000 smaller than the inner 

vein diameter may have circulated without any changes from its original structure from 

its entrance from human mouth to the pass motion output. As a matter of fact, even the 

fullerene-based medicine is not toxic in a mixture with olive oil, crackers or another 

types of foods, the healing system is still unclear.  

 

We suggest a further detail study being necessary in order to uncover its mystery In 

conclusion, a brief point-to-point discussion of medicine based nanofullerenes has been 

enlightened. The physical chemistry engineering of the compound suggests a further 

investigation needed in its process inside human body. Acknowledgement H.I.E  
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